
Albums 
Albums are a collection of memories, a conversational piece, a keepsake to share for generations, life and love captured in a 

book. Quality is important to us when creating an album. No two albums are alike in design. Our albums are designed in-house and 
then sent out to a professional company for printing. We offer a variety of sizes and prices of albums as well as a say on the design 
so we may guarantee our clients are happy with the final product.  

Our albums are contemporary and sleek. Each have a lay flat binding, so they lay perfectly flat when open. Spreads are 20mm 
thick and have some flexibility but will not tear or dog-ear. Made to last generations, the images carefully selected and arranged on 
museum quality matte paper that will last for generations without discoloring, yellowing, or fading. Cover options include a Crystal 
laminate finish that shows zero fingerprints and makes cleaning the album easy; Leather and Cloth cover options are also available. 
We offer complimentary revisions (one or two as needed) and fast arrival- no more than two weeks once finalized by the client!  

Creating a professional album takes craftsmanship, and many talented people to produce. We design each album in house 
and once approved by the client send it to a professional album company that specializes in creating albums. Professional albums 
mean true, vibrant colours on every spread. When purchasing a professional album you are receiving two things: the cost the 
photographer incurs to print the book (materials) and the cost of having the photographer design the book (design). Many 
photographers do not print their own books in house. The technology and craftsmanship to print the images and bind the books 
goes far beyond a photographer’s studio capabilities. So we have chosen a professional company that provides quality products, 
reliable customer service, and reasonable pricing. Standard shipping is at no cost. All prices are in USD. HST 15% will be applied. 

Check out this short video to view an Original Fine Art album with a Cloth cover- https://youtu.be/smrKO62Bvbs  

Check out this short video to view a Dolce album with a Cloth cover- https://youtu.be/vhOMsC069gQ  

 

Not your traditional photo album...   

https://youtu.be/smrKO62Bvbs
https://youtu.be/vhOMsC069gQ


Original Fine Art Book  

Perfect for weddings, love stories, engagements, parents, and more. 

An Original hard cover book comes with 15 spreads. Maximum 45 spreads. 

It has a Lay-flat binding with quality matte paper. Choose a cover option at no additional cost!  

Cover options include Photo Wrap (our favorite), Café Leather, Exotic Leather, Book Cloth, or Photo Strip.  

Customize with Embossing, or Photo Finish paper for an additional charge. 

 

………. $375 USD 

Square 10x10 

Vertical 9x12  

Horizontal 10x8 

Mini…$140 USD 

Square 4x4 

Vertical 4x5 

Horizontal 5x4 

 



The Dulce Book  

Perfect for engagements, Sign-in books, portraits, seniors, babies, bridesmaids’ gifts, and more. 

A Dulce hard cover book comes with 10 spreads. Maximum 20 spreads. 

It has a Lay-flat binding with quality matte paper. 

Choose from 54 Book Cloth covers.  

Customize with a Photo Strip Cover, ¾ Binding Cover, Embossing, or Photo Finish paper for an additional charge. 

………. $265 USD 

Square 10x10 

Vertical 9x12 

Horizontal 10x8 

 
 



Additional USD 
Extra Spreads (per spread)………. $17  

Photo Finish for Original Mini Book (per spread).......... $3 

Photo Finish for Original Fine Art Book (per spread).......... $7 

Photo Finish for Dulce Book (per spread).......... $7 

Photo Strip cover………. $45  Mini………. $25 

¾ Binding Cover (Book Cloth and Café Leather)………. $70          Mini………. $45 

¾ Binding Cover (Exotic, Premium, Rustic Leather)………. $85        Mini…… $70 

Embossing cover (size depending) Starts at………. $50 

Display Box (not available in Mini)………. $150 


